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“Truth loves its limits, for here it meets the beautiful”, Rabindranath

Tagore

Too much wasted effort in change ends up in busy action — launching

lots of initiatives that create more work and never seem to stick — or

fail to crack the nut of changing behaviour. It all feels (very) heavy. To

assuage this situation, research and development in the change

management �eld has either been on the skills that leaders need to

deliver successful change, or the models and toolkits available to help

their change advisors.

In our work, we have indeed found out that the change leader’s skills are

a critical variable in change success, yet, little attention has been given

to what it takes to be a great change advisor – beyond the propagation

of change management theories, recipes and toolkits.

In our own research into change and its practice, we have found that

these classic ways of developing change capability may not get true

change. Indeed, they risk “change management” becoming a separate

industry in its own right — divorced from the exquisitely-messy realities

of human systems and out of touch with the complexities of the ever-

changing, disruptive and interconnected world of today. Change has

changed.

So how can change helpers, be they internal or external to

organisations, make change be both sustainably impactful and more

effortless for their clients, the leaders they coach who are grappling

with navigating today’s seismic change? The answer lies within the

change practitioner themselves.

Introducing the I.AM change practitioners framework

At Still Moving, helping leaders steward large complex systems through

change is our primary task. Increasingly, we are being asked to train

other change practitioners in this challenging work too. It helps of
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course if change practitioners can model the very skills we have found

to be related to success in leading change. But it doesn’t stop there.

Change practitioners also need to pause and consider their helping

stance – the fundamental source from which they operate.

To aid this exploration into source, we have created the Change Helpers’

Intention; Attention; Mode – or, I.AM – Framework (see Table 1).

Grounded in both our change research and combined decades of in-the-

�eld experience, I.AM, goes to the heart of the matter – the quality of all

skilful change coaching/consulting begins with the quality of presence,

or inner stance, of the change practitioner.

The I.AM framework is predicated on our underlying premise that most

conventional change is led through “action” (stance 1), not “movement”

(stance 2). We de�ne action as “the unconscious repetition of past

routines”. Such action is �ne when no dramatic change or new

capabilities are necessary, yet, this stance risks using old ways to get to

new places and therefore becomes a liability in radically disruptive

contexts. The “how” (change process) does not shift to match the new

“what” (desired change outcomes). For example, how often are we now

seeing our clients make attempts at becoming more “agile” through

centrally-led over-programmed change approaches?

Movement, on the other hand, which we de�ne as “the intentional shift

in the source from which the system operates”, uses change and

leadership approaches that disturb repeating patterns and enable a

system to move to a genuinely different place. For example, building

agile skills through emergent and ripe-issues-led approaches — not

simply rolling out a Sprint methodology across the whole system. Such

pattern-breaking work requires the change practitioner to �rst alter the

level of consciousness, or awareness, of their client system — you can’t

change what you don’t notice. And this catalytic awareness-building

work starts with the practitioner and their own process.
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Table 1. The Still Moving intention, attention, mode
(I.AM) change helpers’ framework

I.AM invites the change practitioner to consciously re�ect on three

elements of their helping stance:

• Firstly, intention: examining their true purpose in relation to the work

their client is asking them to do. Is it personally stepping in to solve the

client’s problems (salvation), or, enabling the client to see its own

patterns (revelation)?

• Secondly, attention: asking the practitioner to take off the spectacles

they use to view their client system and hold them up to inspection — is

experience perceived through an event-led personality lens (“he

said/she said” — personalised), or, by seeing a deeper and bigger

interconnected �eld (“what are the interactions between these two

representing for the whole” — systemic)?
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• Thirdly, mode: the conscious consideration of the intervention

approach — is the action logic of the practitioner to bring expertise and

gather facts to get to right answers (scienti�c), or, to elicit the client’s

own sense-making of the situation that maybe yields inconclusive

answers, yet catalyses experimental movement to a yet unknown place

(phenomenological)?

Within these three elements we have intentionally created stance 1 and

2 as two distinct poles so that the change helper can re�ect on their

own practice. There is no “right or wrong” here, but we do wish to

challenge the perhaps currently predominant helping action logic (that

the change helper is there as an expert to point and bring the client to

their new destination through the change helper’s own ideas and effort),

and invite a quite different way of helping (that the change practitioner

is there to �ercely yet supportively hold and nudge the client through

their own disruptive threshold, enabling the client system to ‘do their

work’).

It’s the difference between solving problems and awakening patterns,

providing answers and provoking ambivalence, getting busy doing the

client work and knowing when to keep out of the way. Which stance

might best generate underlying movement in the client system, and not

launch just further wasted action?

In Table 2 we invite this shift from stance 1 towards stance 2 as we

have seen the dramatic difference it makes to enable the client to work

at both depth and speed in change: building broad ownership; releasing

necessary truth-telling; shifting fear of failure to freedom to choose a

new response; getting rapidly to the really important issues; lifting the

weight off the senior leaders’ shoulders; seeing and naming the

necessary price not just prize of change; and building capacities that

travel into one’s life, not just one’s work.



But doing such transforming work takes an intentional, disciplined and

courageous stance from the change practitioner.

Table 2. I.AM change helpers’ re�ection guide

I.AM Framework’s re�ection guide © Still Moving Consultancy Ltd
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Notes:

• A second part for this blog post will be published next week.
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presented in this article are not under Creative Commons. Copyrights ©
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